Complete and Budget Check Deposits in SHARE 9.2
In SHARE, use the Nav Bar to find the Accounts Receivable Module.
 Click Accounts Receivable:

 Choose Payments:

 Choose Online Payments:
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 Click on Regular Deposit:

 Click the Search button for a list of your outstanding deposits. (Your business unit should
default. If it doesn’t, please enter your 5-digit business unit).
 Click on the deposit that needs to be worked or type in the deposit number.
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 Click on the Deposit that you need to work. The Regular Deposit screen will open. On the Totals
Tab, please verify the Accounting Date and the Received Date – DO NOT change these dates,
just double check them. Also note the Control Total Amount and the *Count. You’ll need to
work each piece of the deposit. Key in your SHARE User ID in the Assigned box.

 On the Payments Tab, note the Deposit ID and *Payment ID, just in case you have to search in
SHARE later. Use the View All or Next feature to move thru each piece of your deposit. Click the
Journal Directly box for each piece of the deposit that you intend to work. Once you have
Journal Directly each part, click Save.

 Once you click save for each deposit piece that was Journal Directly, it is moved to the next step.
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 Return to the NavBar to navigate to Direct Journal Payments:

 Next choose Create Accounting Entries:

 Once the search screen opens, enter the Business Unit and search for the deposit you just
Journal Directly’ed. You can also add the Deposit ID or Payment ID to your search:

 Once you find the correct deposit, click on it and the item will open in the Accounting Entries
Screen.
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 This is where you’ll need to enter the accounting string. When this screen first opens, the *GL
Unit box is the only box that will be populated. You’ll need to enter the Amount, Fund, Dept,
etc. Each accounting string is different for each Agency. If you need to expand the Distribution
Lines, click on the expand icon. You can also add or subtract lines from your entry by clicking the
+ or – symbols on the far right of the screen. Once you are satisfied that your accounting string
is correct, click the “Lightning Bolt” so that SHARE can generate the system lines. Last step on
this screen is to click the complete box and save.
 NOTE: If you notice that there is an error in the data entered, unclick the Complete box, Save
and then click the icon with the Red X in the Black Box near the “Lightning Bolt”. This will undo
the system generated lines and let you correct the data. Once this is done, then click the
“Lightning Bolt”, Complete and Save:
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 Once you have clicked Complete and Save, the Budget Icon will appear.
 NOTE: You can Budget Check on this screen, but please be mindful. You can correct any error
before the Budget Check icon is clicked. Once you click the Budget Check icon you may only
correct by creating a journal entry.

 If you navigate away from the Accounting Entries tab or someone else is responsible for Budget
Check, you’ll need to navigate to Modify Accounting Entries to find the Complete and Saved
deposit:
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 Enter the Business Unit and the Deposit ID or Payment ID to search for the deposit:

 Click on the deposit you need to Budget Check. Item will open in the Accounting Entries screen:
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 Once you verify the data previously entered and click the Budget Check Icon, SHARE will take a
minute to think and then you’ll see that Budget Status change to “Valid”. You are not done
with the Budget Check step until you see that the Budget Status is Valid. If Budget Status is
“Error” or “Out of Balance” the chartfield is incorrect and needs to be changed:
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 Run the Bank Trans Query to verify that all deposits have been identified and worked.
 In SHARE, use the Nav Bar to find Reporting Tools:

 Click on Query:
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 Click Query Viewer:

 Seach for the NMS_BANK_TRANS_W_RECON_STATUS query:

 Run the Query to Excel:
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 Key data parameters for your query and enter your WFB 4-digit account number:

 Click View Results – Data will pop up in an Excel spreadsheet:

 Use Statement Code and Bank Addenda to understand what type of deposit reached the bank.
You can search in SHARE’s AR module using the Reconciliation Reference ID or the IA code in the
Bank Addenda.
 The 575 ZBA Debit should sweep your depository account to zero at the end of each day. The
575/275 ZBA transactions are booked through another process and you are not responsible for
them.
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